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Abstract

The Pharmaceutical industry contributes significantly both nationally and globally to healthcare development, economy, and technology. According to the annual World Preview report 2016, the global pharmaceutical market will reach $1.12 trillion in 2022 with a stable growth rate of 6.3% CAGR. Even so, the successful future of this industry might be at risk due to the growing political uncertainties, rising skepticism over the drugs pricing, reimbursement approaches, and mounting need to understand and adopt new technologies. Existing business models where R&D, commercial, production, and supply chain components act in silos as unrelated modules, often disconnected from the external partners in regulatory, policymaking, and medical worlds. These business models can no longer sustain the pressure and requirements of the modern market. To understand and monitor behavior of this industry and its impact on National and Global economy, the consulting firms prepare comprehensive annual reports dedicated explicitly to the upcoming trends in drug development industry. Recommendations are made to reevaluate existing business models and to reshape them with cross-functional strategies in order to overcome existing industry external and internal obstacles. In addition to meticulously prepared annual reports, individual experts in the field use Social Media venues to continuously contribute to the formation of public opinion about Pharma trends and policies by expressing their thoughts and ideas online. In this review we summarized twenty-four reports, articles, and posts with projections and trends in pharmaceutical industry for years 2017 and 2018. The focus of this review is on two major requirements for the Pharmaceutical industry of the future: innovative corporate strategy, and technology strategy.
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Introduction

Traditionally, strategic planning in Pharma industry focuses on four major parts of the corporate management: regulatory affairs, pricing and market access, government affairs, and medical affairs. This approach assures a cross-organizational compliance and collaboration in evidence generation and management (R&D, pharmacovigilance), in customer management (sales, marketing, key accounts), and in supply chain maintenance. Typical analyses of trends in drug development industries estimate the upcoming changes and the potential impact these changes might have on the industry going forward. For example, it was projected that in year 2017 the homecare sector will grow, that truly personalized medicine for chronic and other diseases will step up in development, and that current drug development pipelines with complex molecules will continue to drive the evolution of new manufacturing techniques. In addition, the forces of globalization will require industry players to adapt to strong demographic, political and technological shifts in order to successfully compete on the market. The Pharma corporate strategy typically includes global politics and healthcare policies, choice of therapeutic domains, partnerships and alliances, technology and drug manufacturing. Nowadays however, the technological advances that rapidly change industry’s landscape, do call urgently for creation of a new section in corporate strategy – High-Tech and Internet strategy, or Technology strategy. Extensive use of Internet for communication, marketing, and customer engagement, as well as annual generation of massive scientific and clinical datasets brings to focus Big Data analytics and Artificial Intelligence strategies. Moreover, adoption of new bioengineering and high-tech technologies for drug development offers another exciting strategy path as it opens the whole new world of opportunities for the Pharma industry. Here, we emphasize the growing need in drug development industry to reshape the Corporate Strategy model to include a special sector - Technology Strategy - with designated executive oversight. While being designed as unique, innovative and comprehensive, the new model for Corporate Strategy should speak to the needs of the market, the customer, and ultimately – the needs of patients.
Innovative corporate strategy

Both international and national political milieus play substantial roles in global economic development and as such affect every industry, including the pharmaceutical one. Brexit vote (2016), for example, has a multilayered effect on European pharmaceutical companies forcing them to revisit their existing initiatives and to generate new ideas (e.g. support small companies). The impact of the Trump effect on Pharma industry and healthcare (2017) is still to be fully assessed, but can already be seen via drug prescription ‘lenses’: millions of lost health insurances that cover prescription drugs, would mean fewer customers and less revenue for pharmaceutical companies. Furthermore, the healthcare policy-makers and payers become more cautious about truly innovative medicines. They also begin to play a bigger role in prescription regulations by establishing sustainable compliance across the board with tighter regulatory guidelines for drug labeling, such as global serialization. On the other hand, global population ageing, evolution of consumer spending and global economy continuously creates new requirements for medicines. Not surprisingly then that demands for medicines grow at a much larger and faster rate in the emerging economies than in the industrialized ones. Some governments switch also their focus from disease treatment to disease prevention, which creates an additional drive for pre-emptive measures investments. Each of these factors may have an effect on corporate strategy design depending on company’s mission and goals. Current shifts in healthcare policies are caused in part by the fact that different forms of the industry are now merging as clinical advances transform previously fatal diseases into the chronic ones and self-medication sectors started to grow. Additionally, patients are increasingly empowered by the option to choose the prescriptions they purchase or the treatment they receive. As a result, the significance of patients’ personal education, perception of their illnesses, and the value of treatments they receive, present a new serious challenge for Pharma industries. These are not the only factors that can be addressed by innovative corporate strategy design. Partnerships and alliances also require a closer look and consideration going forward. Bigger mergers and acquisitions, movements toward more equitable attitudes, and collaborations in the digital sector are all good indicators of the growing need in strategic partnerships. An aggressive invasion of High-tech into the Pharma sector (e.g. pills that track patient compliance or inhalers that monitor when each dose is taken) creates new types of partnership with a true competitive edge. Ever-growing high-tech demands (Internet Strategy, Artificial Intelligence) and the growth of the homecare sector treatments (e.g. self-administered drugs, pre-filled syringes, etc.) require intricate partnership management systems. This is a high call for designing the strategy for the Pharma of the Future, but challenges hardly end here. To build a unique, company-specific strategy the management team would need to address a number of already known industry challenges such as ambiguity, rising customer expectations, scientific productivity, and “cultural sclerosis”. Analysts recommend a combination of approaches for new strategy design, such as extended value demonstration, streamlined and flexible supply chain, sharp growth choices, personalized medicine capability systems, global footprint, and optimized resources. While global politics and healthcare policies outline market environmental demands, stringencies, and opportunities, the newly designed corporate strategy will have to meet the local market demands first.

Drug discovery modernization has historically been the driver of industry growth, yet currently it may suffer from limited savings due to shifting usage to generics, as big, blockbuster drugs patents ($17B worth) are expected to expire over the next ten years. To compensate for losses, big companies increase their M&A activity. Here, investors are forewarned to look for companies with healthy pipelines of drug development for “orphan” diseases, and to be aware of the growth in Asian markets as “China currently accounts for a quarter of the global healthcare market.” Nevertheless, the innovation in drug discovery and development is still the key in the ever changing Pharma landscape, since the big decrease in the number of drug approvals by FDA in US [from 56 (2015) to 27 (2016)], came back to 46 FDA-approved drugs in 2017. The cost of drug development and manufacturing grow continuously while the outsourcing drives the accelerated growth of R&D. To recover the costs and still be profitable, some companies implemented fixed annual or quarterly drug price increases to fuel sales growth. The proposed initiative involving efficient waste and defects removal at the manufacturing facilities has a potential to reduce the cost of the produced goods, but not by much. It was indicated however, that the only proper way to create sustainable revenue is through manufacturing volume. To achieve more efficient manufacturing operations the end-to-end integrated supply chain business solutions are implemented, and manufacturing network is continuously realigned.

Moreover, the traditionally conservative healthcare ecosystem is also getting restrucutred: a) the business development surprises market with deals where payors buying providers (UnitedHealthcare, via Optum subsidiary) and e-commerce giants (Amazon) considering entering Pharma space; b) the widespread use of electronic medical records gradually provides sufficient data for outcomes-based pricing creation, and c) the improved regulatory stability in some sectors of healthcare ecosystem allow to focus on cost containment (e.g. payors), and industry consolidation. Despite ongoing modifications and associated instability, the Pharma industry is staying strong. The volume of deals in 2017 was the highest in biotech industry since 2010 (471, %9.3B), and the venture-backed funding for deals in 2018 will likely be up from that benchmark. The worldwide pharmaceutical R&D spend is also growing up to $181bn in 2022 with 2.4% CAGR, while an average R&D spend per NME stays at $4bn over the last 10 years. Driven by the need to overcome external and internal challenges, the simultaneous multi-layered transformation of the industry demands new business approaches and fresh models for corporate strategy. Designing innovative corporate strategy is tedious yet exciting task, the one that positions organization advantageously for the future successful operations and fulfillment of obligations to patients and shareholders.

Technology strategy

Technological advances affect every corner of our lives. Not surprisingly then that the Pharma industry is being affected by them too. While traditional drug manufacturing improvements (continuous and lean manufacturing, Six Sigma methodology, better planning tools, GMP standards at third-party contract manufacturers and suppliers, etc.), do bring manufacturing to the next level, the IoT takes a robust path toward streamlining product development cycle. Another bold...
application of technology in manufacturing is 3D-printing\(^1\) with the first FDA-approved drug SPRITAM™ (levetiracetam) developed by Aprecia Pharmaceuticals as an adjunctive therapy for the treatment of epilepsy.

Ground-breaking technologies in molecular engineering (CAR-T) and gene editing (CRISPR-CAS9) are expected to take over the traditional drug discovery and development approach, while bringing new hope to patients and redefining drug discovery as we know it. The Pharma industry nowadays is focused on developing personalized medicine for chronic and other diseases with strong market demands in drug development for neurodegenerative diseases (Alzheimer’s in particular), the microbiome, vaccines for the developing world and beyond, and treatments in competitive immuno-oncology domain. Oncology is identified as a continuous frontrunner in drug development pipeline with a total of 137 drug candidates followed by drugs in pain (40), and central nervous system (30) in Pharmaceutical industry.\(^2\)

Recent outstanding breakthrough in drug discovery sector is accompanied by a strong shift towards Big Data analysis for Bio-Pharma businesses and R&D. Big Data analysis brings promises of unsurpassed benefits of innovative solutions from deep learning and artificial intelligence (AI). The complexity of digital disruption extends inevitably to new technical and behavior-driven challenges for Pharma such as data integrity, data types, data quality, and operational issues. In addition to traditional clinical laboratory results and multi-omics analysis data, new data types are being generated and used by the upstream technologies, such as real-time data from wearables and other mobile technologies, behavioral data collected from social media sites (e.g., Facebook and Twitter) and advocacy organizations (e.g., PatientsLikeMe).\(^3\) Moreover, as industry embraces new products for technically empowered patients such as augmented and virtual reality, body sensors, and activity monitors\(^4\) it has to pay much closer attention to regulations and recent changes in HIPAA and HIT/TECH.\(^5\)

Reportedly, the majority of the healthcare industry executives are preparing to embrace AI by 2025. Yet, there is still very little evidence of successful AI application in pharmaceutical or biotech industries. Take, for example, the well known in the industry ‘IBM’s Watson Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Data Platform’, which since 2010 integrates technologies and cloud services to support cognitive businesses. Watson has strategic collaborations with three out of the five leading pharmaceutical companies. Analysts report that it is too early to see any meaningful effect of IBM’s technology on either patient outcomes or on specific goals of each company-partner.\(^6\)

Digital disruption and augmentation of pharma R&D with artificial intelligence (AI) is well defined in the phenomenal report by EY/VitalSigns,\(^7\) where term AI is frequently used to describe just the machine learning or deep learning algorithms. As such, this type of technology is currently employed to develop tools for global research collaborations, customer engagement, innovative models for partnership support, and secure data management in biomedical research. Current initiatives are primarily focused on leveraging AI solutions for chronic disease management in the areas of cancer and diabetes. Understandably, the concerns about privacy, data protection and governance keep growing as novel technologies expand onto healthcare sectors.\(^8\)

The Technology strategy will tackle appropriately an avalanche of advances in drug discovery and development pipeline (e.g. genetic and bioengineering technologies), the data deluge and silos from Internet, R&D, automated production processes, and more. However, advances in Technology will not directly increase Pharma profits, “...digital technologies are about limiting the impact of price reductions, maintaining formulary positioning and generating competitive differentiation...”, says Lisa Suennen, Senior Managing Director at the GE Ventures.

**Conclusion**

This summary of projections and trends in pharmaceutical industry for 2017-2018 confirms the notion that the ongoing complex transformation of the industry requires a fresh look at business models and strategies. New genetic, bio-engineering, and digital technologies continue to converge synergistically while creating novel solutions and services that narrow the gap between health-span (disease free lifetime) and life-span so that individuals can live better for longer. We live in the exciting time of changes in Pharmaceutical industry that will bring new hope and better treatments to patients, to each of us. Innovative design of corporate strategy with special attention to Technologies will revolutionize drug development industry with outlook for the near future.
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